Proclamation

Independence Day of Pakistan

August 14, 2020

WHEREAS, August 14, 2020 commemorates the 73rd commemoration of Pakistan’s Independence from Great Britain on August 14, 1947; and

WHEREAS, August 14th offers an opportunity to celebrate the marking of this historical event. In recognition of the contributions that the Pakistani-Canadians have made to the cultural, economic and social vitality of the Halifax Regional Municipality; and

WHEREAS, it is in the interest of all Canadians to be able to share in the rich historical and cultural heritage of Pakistan and to become more familiar with all its aspects both traditional and contemporary;

Therefore, be it resolved that I, Mayor Mike Savage, on behalf of Regional Council, encourage all citizens to recognize and celebrate the many achievements, and contributions of the vibrant and dynamic Pakistani-Canadian community that is proud of its culture and heritage to our Municipality and hereby proclaim today as “Celebration of Formation of Pakistan Day” in the Halifax Regional Municipality.

Dated at Halifax, Nova Scotia
this 13th day of August 2020

Mike Savage
Mayor